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In the Beginning
by Nancy Hightower
There’s been another accident. John barely heard the words that came after that.
Greenhouse 12. Two workers. Masks removed. Reasons unknown.
John closed his eyes. ‘Any sign of a struggle?’
Not that we can tell.
He laid down the cell phone. Greenhouse 12 was his creation, but there were
protocols in place to keep everyone safe within the giant stalks of engineered crops. Some
called his work monstrous. John shook his head as he walked down the hallway to his lab.
That he and his partners could recreate the same weather and soil conditions as Malawi and
generate this large a harvest was nothing less than scientific wonder. This discovery would
save the hungry who slaved against the land.
Monstrous was what his father had experienced working the salt mine at Avery Island
from dawn till dusk, until he stumbled home to slake his thirst on the cheapest beer
available. ‘Everythin’s too white,’ he used to slur. ‘White walls, white floor, white ceiling.
It’s like livin’ in a g-d dam snow globe.’
John shut the lab door behind him and sighed. A Ph.D. in bioengineering guaranteed
that his place of work would not be so grotesquely monochromatic. His corn grew twenty
feet high right next to the tomatoes, a splash of vermillion against the deep green stalks. Bell
peppers populated the other side of the room, a contrast of purple, yellow, orange—each
fruit ten inches long and five inches wide. More artisan than scientist, John thought of his
greenhouses as galleries of food, hosting a world of color that made any still-life a drab
copy. Dead painting.
Dead workers. Carlos and Steven.
‘You gotta work hard, son,’ his father used to say, showing him huge calloused
fingers. ‘Honest work. There’s paradise at the end of it.’ Paradise for his father turned out to
be a heart attack at forty nine.
Carlos was only thirty four, a father of three. Steven, forty two. No children, but his
wife had lupus. How was it that their masks came off? All the workers were briefed about
just what they were spraying on the crop. As long as they followed protocol, their jobs were
simple and hazard free. No ghostly salt terrain to traverse, such as the one his father had
died in. His greenhouses breathed in the sun. But gas masks during the spray, that was the
rule.
Every paradise has its snake.
The official investigations would reveal nothing out of the ordinary just like with the
others, but John knew. He had recreated Eden. Crops that grew without a man breaking his
back and living by the sweat of his brow. Yet who could resist the desire to break the ageold command?
Touch not, taste not.
Or was it a momentary grace to see the spray fall down like rain in the sun-lit room,
rip off the masks and smell the aroma those succulent colors promised? No haunted
moonscapes of the salt mines. Only rainbows exploding in their lungs.
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Plucking
by Sarah Stanton
he peels mandarins like clothes
off a woman, orange and gold,
orange and gold. a girl, perhaps
in pebbled skin, all circular
and bold: he peels mandarins
like you or I make love,
the reddening rub, the slap
and sigh—the gentle stroke,
the thumb! and digging at last
to the pulp with his nail,
the leather is falling away
and he is pulling out the pip of her
orange and gold, orange and gold,
he is sucking in her skin and thighs
and her pitted, pleading hold;
and she is alive,
segmented then into the plain parts of her heart
and she has arrived—
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Shopping
by Sarah Stanton
God, I found you at a wet market in China
between a trussed up duck and some heavy hunk
of fat that was going cheap, stinking with salt and flies;
you were lying on your side, a landscape in fists and thighs
and not one of them there could moan the way you could,
that peevish bloated howl. I looked at you, slick jowls
amongst the rinds and ropes and toads, and thought
about the shops in San Francisco:
rows of jars, neat shelves and every aisle
mopped hourly, a pert teenager standing to scan
your bottles and bottles of wine—I thought about you
loitering in the toothpaste section, breathing in the gloss
and promise of it, while the long hours before close sidled
aside: beating out a pale refrain on the milk cartons,
half-drunk, arms out, shouting away the darkness
like that one toad in a tub who wouldn't run.
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One Nation, Under No Obligation
by Samantha Ardoin
My body laced with constellations,
you find the black hole of my bellybutton
and slide right in. Clandestine midnight string theory
peeks out from under your bedsheets
while fish swim on our ceiling –I swear I saw them,
and named them one by one. My favorite was Lola
whose scales, once stripped from her body,
spelled out the perfect recipe for empanaditas
and orgasms. My primal screams became nauseous laughter
–the kind you find on streets dotted with crucifixes,
bicycles without seats, and the bricks you pull me down
upon with you when you trip over your 3-inch heels.
I could have been a whore or lawyer, but I ended
a masked intellectual, maybe Miss Universe
in another life. Still, Divine Intervention sleeps on the floor.
I consider jabbing him with a stutterer’s steel-toed shoe. I wonder
if the moon has purple hair, if I could fall asleep in it tonight.
I take your insecurity like Sculpey in my once-knotted fingers,
stretch it, inspect the swirl of puce and mauve, and smile
because I know this means you love me.
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Codex Corvidæ
by L. Niall Murphy
Casey turned into a magpie each night to leave through her apartment window, then out
perched on the nearest oak by the shutters in virile wing-flaps where the rough bark was,
past the power lines and the neighbors fucking audibly as if in a bell jar or a sounding
chamber and to shit on their brand new car they will swear was just clean an hour earlier,
then to the tracks, the tracks going equatorially through the little town with other birds but
not like her until she found the Same Place, the one that must have been slightly apart from
the true material world, where the broken glass around the lake was from a previous century
and the leaps of fish fell like lead on her puny ossicles knocking about behind her beak and
wild, starred, and hollow eyes. A wake just dwindled from a trash barge passing behind an
east-west jut of land, the form of it so small from her place on the gutter of some abandoned
shack, third from the right in a queer compound of the same, all sided with the same
pinewood, all with porches stepped one-two-three with cinderblocks for supports and
sometimes unopened cans of faded beer propping up a deck chair or checkers table with
bottle-caps as the playing pieces – American versus German brands, and Casey saw no
irony in that – but she watched a cat slinking out from beneath a rotting tire to settle at the
waterline and tilt its head just so to look at her, hungrily, but she was beyond its range and
so she gave a few useless flails of her feathers and a snap of her beak and the thing turned
back to study the mirror of the lake once more. The moon shone stupidly downwards. As a
bird she had access to things that eluded her daytime self. Rituals of tiny insects circling a
bit of carrion or fungus inexorably putrefying some poor, sickly pile of whatever that was
(maybe once a fish?) or the wails of her not-brethren in formations above, roosting in the
hills that made up the bowl where the lake rested, nesting in the tallest firs or in abandoned
chimneys and burnt-out signage along the highway going toward the Cherokee reservation
in Redrock where sometimes she hears shouts of Kalvltiahi or Tlanuhwa or other jumbled
things but here, now, in this Other place there was just the water, and just the cat.
She had read the creation myths, sometimes often but sometimes not, until she
couldn't think of the world as anything but a giant island floating in water, with animals
growing out of some giant stone arch, or with a spider carrying fire down to humans in a
basket on its back, but fuck ancient hokum, right? and God, but I could eat just about now –
no, not until the cat has gone and the sun is up again, if it ever is. Casey shuffled the points
of her claws against the rusted metal and it made a sound like ka-kreeeeek. She stretched
herself wide and went out from her rooftop place and over the water where reflected a
thousand tiny lights, an industry of fireflies as a blurring host of minuscule chemical
factories wafted, waiting, for her open and vacant mouth to snatch them. There was a
smaller island at the center of the lake, domed and sheer-sided rock jutted with trees living
and dead depending on the angle she observed it from where she came to rest on top of a
stump and looked out back across the water to the cat and the compound and uttered a
single, revelatory caw.
Charred fingers of the canopy allowed in light only at odd wavelengths and produced
an erratic sort of phantasmagoria on the leafy carpet of the place, the barrel of a gun hung
by its strap, a music box but no spinning dancer, and one old leather boot like the one in the
painting, where each night made Casey even more sure of the existence of lateral worlds,
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but this night, and in this place, the remains of a campsite with plastic food wrappers, stillwarm coals of a recent fire doused quickly but surely amidst the crossing tracks of two
small children and an adult running from tent to overturned logs by the fire-pit that all
smelled of what she still called something Other from herself, in the quietness that came
over the lake just then in a sudden absence of mating insects or rutting frogs. A cat padded
surefooted through the underbrush toward the ashes in the center and dropped a headless
lizard at Casey's feet the stench of which drove her to sidestep along the log and eventually
to ascend onto the lowest branch of the overhanging deciduous things, spindly-legged and
wobbling she, and inspect the surroundings of a place at once shifting in time and in space,
trees groaning in altogether human ways, but where was the cat now? and where would she
go to find it? Flapping up over the island again to watch it go, she remembered her brief
reading on quantum dynamics but this aspect of it had not been named, not exactly, by her
professor who had explained what she thought she was seeing now as “essentially a mirror,
when you really get down to it” while the little island spun on some ætherial axis creating
eddies and miniature mudslides, and the fireflies were going round by the time she glided
back to the mainland and the thing was gone completely save for a tree sticking up
thumblike from the surface of the water, the sad sight of it, twisted and bent to a shape
resembling soft serve ice cream poured by an amateur.
Her best friend preferred his surname Salinger to the regrettable thing his parents had
chosen for him, but he no longer spoke to them about that or about any other thing,
especially not his platonic sexuality with Casey Reed or how they only spent daylight hours
together dodging work or graduate studies at the university to experiment with exciting new
techniques of vaginal stimulation at his apartment when his brother Will was not around,
how Casey could not be seen outside her own residence past dusk for reasons which still
made very little sense to Salinger, but she assured him that they were entirely logical and
honest. This was on a Saturday early in the season, the time when things are only ever
exactly as they seem to be, he liked to say, but Casey would just give him that look she
usually reserved to throw at Jehovah's Witnesses or teen pregnancy TV shows that
Salinger's brother so often was caught peeking at before he quickly switched the channel
back to something educational or otherwise wholesome. Casey did not care for William
Salinger (that boring sonuvabitch, that fucking slob) though she wouldn't admit it within his
earshot and only once had accidentally shouted his name at the climax of her lovemaking
with Sal which led to a major argument, several smashed dishes, Sal's blackened left eye
from an errant swing by Casey, and a three month hiatus from their sexual exploits. That
was the end of the spring semester last year. Today Will was gone thank God so Casey sat
astride Sal's waist looking down at his sweat-matted head on the only pillow still on the sofa
creaking the springs of it in her oversized band t-shirt stolen from his closet so her white
legs stuck out from the bottom as toothpicks cracked in the middle, making sure to moan the
way he liked, move the way he liked, his hands gripping the meat of her pelvis on both sides
to use as levers to pull her back down each time she surged up and back, then down again
and forward, occasionally leaning in to bite or suck or kiss his neck or earlobes, maybe the
lips every third time, tongue grazing his teeth and giving him that same look she gave to
traveling proselytizers, swearing afterwards it was a mistake and at least I didn't call you
Will this time, right? Ha, ha.
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They held hands only as a formality, walking along the path toward campus that led
by an abandoned housing complex from four decades past abutting a small lake with an
even smaller island situated centrally in its chill, and Casey looked up to watch a group of
corvids – maybe crows maybe ravens; she couldn't tell the difference – spinning concentric
about a pine waiting to perch like planes at an airport on a holding pattern but silent, the
blackness of them like the blackness of event horizons, and Sal squeezed her hand just hard
enough to bring her out of it. They waited to cross the street. Sal was still flushed from
before and she grinned. She brought his hand up to her lips and kissed it, laughing and
tilting her head back to steal another clandestine look at the birds, and then hugging Sal
close until the signal turned for them to cross.
‘I'm not sure I understand our assignment for Quantum,’ he said.
‘You've read Feynman, surely.’
‘That's not really relevant, is it.’
‘He said that 'Physics is like sex. Sure, it may give some practical results, but that's
not why we do it.'’
‘Yeah, so? Sounds a bit familiar, maybe.’
‘Hey, give me your hand. See these lines here, and here? You know what they mean
if they're curved toward each other instead of away?’
‘That you're full of shit.’
‘Besides that,’ and she hit him on the shoulder.
‘I guess not, then. What's it mean.’
‘It means you can see the birds too.’
‘What?’
‘The visual Codex Corvidæ or something. I don't know.’
‘Would you shut up with the bullshit.’
Salinger waited a moment, then a longer moment, and their feet on the concrete made
accidental polyrhythms that only she noticed, struggling to keep in step to continue them
while he thought about what she'd said, and she probably read it somewhere in one of those
books on spirituality, or was it alinearity, crossing consciousness streams weaving in broad
deltas to meet in the afterlife or however it was worded in the pseudo-intellectuality, but
then again she didn't have much right to judge outlandish religious claims anymore. At least
not at night.
Campus was empty here, the library standing against the backdrop of red brick and
fledgling trees and the gas station on the edge of it by the university police department, of
course recently graffitied with Quis custodied ipsos custodes? just until the library passed in
front of it and obscured it from view, Salinger opening the door and bowing satirically,
Casey smiling, faux curtsy practiced too often before a mirror in her younger years for
cotillion, and Sal said he just needed to pick up one book before Monday. It had been
bothering her for weeks so she said finally do you really not believe in Multiverse Theory,
Sal, he rolling his eyes and leading her out into the relative mildness, perhaps a hand on her
lower back that would eventually find its way downwards, especially in those tight jeans,
said can we please not get into that again today, and he kissed her, and she kissed him back,
just outside the library doors until an older gentleman walked by and cleared his throat once
Sal's hand was no longer socially appropriate. But why not? It's a perfectly viable theory.
‘Sure it is, but so is not believing in it.’
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‘What if I were to show you something tonight.’
‘After dusk, you mean?’
She thought about that.
Headed to Redrock along the interstate and then exiting to more meager byways, all
the world passing outside her window with Salinger beside her concentrating, her breath on
the glass and her finger drawing little birds with tucked wings and sometimes a worm or
sometimes a mate, bow tie or stovepipe hat for comic effect, and she laughed to herself in
the quiet of the car, still triumphant in convincing Salinger to take her there promising
answers or what she hoped would be answers. They passed the dead billboard, the train
lines that weaved through mountains, tunnels, the carved highways made a hundred years
ago cracked and sealed and cracked again a dozen times since where only horses had gone
and the proud history of a people vanishing, a country she thought she knew but only knew
in part, Salinger's music louder now once he twisted the knob – why had he insisted on
classical?
The landscape sloped up then leveled, the push of trees from all sides, vast fields of
shifting grains or grasses, Casey slid back the sunroof to a rush of wind noise over Sal's
song, but he didn't seem to mind, only smirked, odd but not unexpected she thought when
all she'd read for the past six months had been spiritual journeys and compendiums of
discarded religiata. The mother wind, the great wind; when she felt it, the pressure of it, she
wanted night to come. Not even Cherokee senses, her bird-sense, even ancient Celtic, Irish
notion of the Dagda or Tuatha Dé Danann come conquering heroes not unlike a wind itself,
though she would never bore Salinger with it, or would he even understand. How entire
wars were fought, how the bodies fell to fertilizer in the dirt and blood all for a cow or so
she told Salinger, trying not to listen to her going on about ancient religion and custom and
those Cherokee she would never shut up about, or the Irish, all for the sake of the Táin Bó
Cúailnge and its Cú Chulainn boy much like Salinger, Casey tried to explain, but he drove
faster and turned the music louder.
Trees became thick conglomerates, stands of pine and maple and oak and copses,
groves, where creatures went to hide and Casey spotted a family of squirrels scratching at
tree knots but were gone by the time the car passed them while Sal motored onwards,
sometimes glancing aside to watch Casey watching him or the green wall a blur past the
window, leaves of tree and grass alike, or blades of it; Casey pulled a book of mythology
from her satchel and told him the significance of it all, Great Spirit in the meanest of things,
Gaia (or Gaea, or Gaeia?), Terra Nova this place like a trip behind time as she saw it, the
Cherokee reservation frozen in some indescribably Past like a decade without number: was
it the 50s, was it the 70s, but there were Ford trucks and crushed beer cans already and they
had only just passed the sign Welcome to Redrock with its little painted deer, rabbit, fox,
bass, crow, black bear, and mountain, and Casey Reed put her palm flat against the window,
something cold and solid against the veins, a sidestep along a continuum that they had
inhabited only before crossing the boundary of the reservation and Casey noted this aloud to
Salinger: I don't think this place is usual, to which he replied with a grunt, and the car went
on along that slender road, a speck on the map. There were signs in English and in Cherokee
directing travelers to the campgrounds, to the gas station, to the school or the grocer's, so
Salinger turned the car and the tent banged against the inside of the trunk and again over the
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road once it went from asphalt to gravel to dirt and then to no road at all, pulling up to one
demarcated area with a little cast iron barbecue cemented in place and a bare spot in the
grass where tents would go, Casey hopping out to crack the trunk and unfurl the tent alone,
poles here and there through loops and grommets so it spread open in a dome while Salinger
stuffed the sleeping bags and pads inside, a cooler with some beers and bottled water for the
weekend, condoms and cigarettes. Casey stood at the edge of the road where the
campground came to a vertex with a creek and it flowed right underneath through a culvert
of wavy aluminum piping to watch the coming and going of older men with long white hair
and baseball caps, little boys and girls filthy with mud from the stream-bank, three younger
men drinking beer from cans and saving the empties in a large black bag which jingled with
many dozen cans already. The smell of the air and the sights, the clouds and bent treetops
were all so hyperreal, a stranger in a world by proxy.
As a bird Casey viewed the landscape in stereoptica below as it shuffled, those few
crisscrossing gravel roads that split the growing fields as a ghostly matrix of charcoal and
white and golden for the corn, wheat, soy stalks there browning beneath the gibbous moon
that also shone on Salinger back in the tent alone, cuddling against a pillow and a pile of
empty alcohol containers she had gotten him drunk with but she had never tried flying
drunk until just now – the solidity of the ground was less convincing and she remembered at
once the 4-D shift of the small lake island back near her apartment past the equatorial tracks
and the cat and the shacks. Smells were different here from the too-stuffy pine pungency
and algae ponds to molding tenement buildings erected by the government decades ago of
clapboard and cheap glass no thicker than paper in some cases, rotting furniture in piles left
by the road for pickup the next morning or whenever the trash men saw fit to come, the
scents co-mingling and riding one another helix-like, a sudden olfactory realization that it
was Sal's brother William that Casey was truly smelling, the repulsive bouquet of him, dirty
jeans and flannel shirt, sleeves rolled back, scruff of beard and badly mended glasses, how
he seemed to smell perpetually of liquor and weed, but then without consent the smell of his
breath, sharp and wet, which led to her ears making up the sound of his voice so she had to
land on a power line until the visions subsided and it left her scathed, sexually frustrated.
All things meager or massive were suspended, coded and cataloged – the Codex
Corvidæ or whatever you wanted to call it – a primal hierarchy of her own manufacture that
included the right to love, hate, fuck: prokarya and eukarya and archaea; eumycota;
arthropoda; arachnida, araneae and acari and solifugae; insecta, pterygota and thysanura;
annelida; cephalopoda; echidnodermata; vertebrata to salientia and caudata to amniota,
synapsida and diapsida, futher up Casey's chain toward lepidosauromorpha, then
archosauromorpha (closer still) to archosauria, dinosauria, those past failures in time like
clades ornithischia or sauropoda, and finally to theropoda, coelurosauria, and AVES; and
the pyramid, that eternal structure present in the mythos Egyptian, American, Aztec and
Mayan, African ziggurats from before time, perched there black is CORVIDÆ like a strand
or a thread out from that slipspace in Casey's mind, bird-mind-crossed-human-mind,
Cherokee mind, perhaps, from its common ancestor, birds over all else and the corvids over
them – she is flying again and had not noticed until a thermal brushes her upwards even
towards the narrow clouds, passing once again high enough to see Sal's car and the tent as
dots on a grid and other birds or were they bats and owls in the nighttime. She felt manic, all
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these words rushing in her skull that sounded like bad poetry or cracked syllogism toward
her crazed manifesto of this Magpie Complex with its This statement is false mentality and
she needed to calm down, find someone, anyone who was just like her in this spirit world
such as a fox or even a human but no never William Salinger whom she hated but oh it felt
so good to be with him and on him and tongue and skin and fluids from orifices meant for
procreation, temple of the cunt or cock but just what would Sal think about her fucking his
brother, the one she hated; the bird made her mind race these ways with no end possible
until dawn came again, that bitch, that beautiful bitch, beautiful like Will or like Sal, the
Salinger brothers two and come to think of it what would it be like to fuck them both stupid
with sufficient whiskey split three ways. There was a bear in the dark, by a stream, lapping
water. Gliding down to perch on a dead tree angled out of the dirt, she saw its eyes,
Nûñnë'hï eyes, bland and smart eyes, come here go there let me fetch this fish out of the
creek eyes, a spirit person trapped within a bear's glorious, blubberous, yellow fanged and
black eyed and fearsome and serene shape, in the eyes, around and in them with colors she
had never dreamed, and she tried to speak with it, with the bear, but her mouth made only
shrieking bird sound, and the bear made only grumbling bear sound...
A door swiped open one-eighty and sprung back closed but bashed against a pile of
clothes and came halfway slit again in the following weeks, a huffing new body in the dim
bedroom, low ceiling and low light, a door with a broken lock so what use was shutting it,
anyway? when Sal went what the fuck what the actual fuck and slammed his arm so hard
against the wall a lamp fell from the table and smashed on the carpet, light going out of
course, Will and Casey there frozen mid-thrust, coitus interruptus, but Sal looked relieved
and that was the most disturbing part because is he about to kill us or maybe worse but
instead of that he just flipped the hall light on behind him, framing him like a murderer,
silhouette against yellow 60-watt glow watching his best friend fucking his brother, the
brother she hated or claimed to hate for so long, language a failure for him, but what else
was he to do except throw things and shout. Casey clutched him close, her Billy boy, sweet
pilgrim among savages now as Sal pulls him up and out of the bed head-locked, whaling at
his face with closed fist crunch-crunch and blood falling about the carpet and walls, Casey
sitting there naked hugging her chest scrambling for her clothes to help Will and screaming
at Sal to please just leave him alone it's not what you think, we love each other just please
Sal please let him go, let him fucking go.
The sun was just starting to fade beyond the bottom of the windowsill, Sal and Will
punching, kicking, shouting profanity, Casey wearing only one of Will's large shirts to cover
herself screaming at them both and a flight of crows went past the frame like a cloud,
strobing across the face of the sun for a second or two, and Sal landed a blow on Will's nose
and it went crack and blood squirted against the drywall and he kneed Sal in the groin and
Sal went to the floor where Will began kicking him in the gut, in the throat and the face, in
the groin again and again until Casey moved to restrain him, holding his arms from behind
and yelling stop, just please stop, you're killing him, and the sun went behind a hilltop. Sal
was just there, foetally curled and shaking, whimpering pleading for his brother to stop and
Casey felt a shock, convulsing in her muscles and she was forced away from Will, his arms
free again to hit his younger brother over and over – blood and snot and bone – and she
heard another crack as maybe Sal's cheek was broken but she could do nothing to help him
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because her skin was sprouting these tiny black buds like curled petals which grew elongate
and unfurled into little feathers far too small for a human body, but she was shrinking after
that, smaller until William the Giant smashed Sal the Lesser with hammer fists and Casey
was no larger than a doll or a pet.
The fight stopped once the day had fully become night and there was a strange bird in
the room flapping about, slamming itself into walls and ceiling, into their heads, into the
light switch so everything went black for a moment and all there was left was squawking
and crying, Salinger on the floor quaking in an oblivious pain and Will grabbing a broom to
swat at the intruding thing, Casey moving out and away to squeeze her tiny altered form
through the crack at the bottom of the window, and when she did the broom handle crashed
through after her and Will swore loudly and began to panic when he could not find the girl
he'd just beaten his brother bloody for, and he would not find her then or ever again, and if
Casey Reed could cry she would have gladly done so.
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Zodiac Compass
by Cassidy Rae Limbach
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Friends You Can Trust
by Dan Holbrow
The first time, they drowned me. My feet sank in the mud, but even so, the water was only
halfway to my knees. I lay down. Jack sat on my legs, and Tom straddled me and grabbed
my arms hard above the elbows. It was dark under the bridge and I couldn’t see his face.
‘Here we go,’ he said.
He put his knee on my chest and pushed me under. The water was cold, and I was
scared. The water roared in my ears, and the two of them held me down.
I tried to take it easy, but after a few seconds I panicked anyway. I fought like
anything, flailed my limbs around--or tried to, but both of them outweighed me, and they
didn’t let go. Then I couldn’t hold my breath anymore, but I couldn’t breathe either. I just
kept swallowing water. The middle of my chest hurt.
It gets a bit fuzzy after that. I know I didn’t feel cold anymore. I saw red and yellow
sparks, I think. And then I was up out of the water again, and I could see Tom and Jack in
the water, clear as day, even though it was pitch dark in there. Kind of like seeing, anyway,
but not exactly. I know it doesn’t make sense, but that’s the best I can explain it.
I saw a bunch of other guys, too. They stood there in the water, all spread out, hardly
moving, looking at me. They were gray all over: skin, hair, and clothes all the color of a wet
sidewalk. Well, not exactly gray, because I wasn’t exactly seeing, but let’s just say they were
gray, because if I have to say not exactly this and that all the time it will take too long to say
anything. So anyway, all these gray guys stood there and stared at me. Not like regular
people. It wasn’t awkward or anything. They didn’t care what I thought, and they didn’t
seem to expect me to do anything. They just stared. Then one of them sighed and shook his
head.
All of a sudden I was out of the water on all fours, puking my guts out. My chest hurt
like crazy. I fell over onto a slab of concrete. I could hear Jack laughing the way my brother
used to laugh when he won a game of chicken. Tom whooped like a cowboy.
‘God damn,’ he said.
Jack leaned in close to me. ‘See anything?’
I couldn’t answer him. I just lay there, wheezing and choking. It hurt so much to
breath I wasn’t sure I wanted to, but I did anyway.
‘God damn,’ Tom said again. ‘He went through with it. We took him out and brought
him back.’ He tousled my wet hair. ‘God damn.’
I met them the week after Kevin died. I was pissed drunk, and I fell down onto the
street. Tires screeched, and then there was a bumper about a foot from my head. I reached
up and put my hand on the dirty chrome. It was cold.
I heard Tom and Jack’s voices. I didn’t know they were Tom and Jack then, and I
wasn’t really listening to what they were saying. Jack sort of half lifted me up by my jacket
and shook me.
‘What are you doing, moron? We could have killed you.’
‘Whatever,’ I said. ‘Piss off. Everybody dies.’
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Jack dropped me, and I hit my head on the pavement. Getting dropped hurt more
than falling down had. I thought that was funny; I think I choked out a laugh. Then I looked
up, and there was Tom, grinning his fake-looking grin.
‘Yeah, everybody dies,’ Tom said. ‘Some more than others.’
Then we drove down to the canal and drank bourbon until we passed out.
I wondered about strangling or something, but Jack said it was too much like
drowning and I might get stuck. Tom said I should leave those decisions to him and Jack,
and just concentrate on getting back.
The truth is, it was hard to concentrate on anything. Every time they killed me it
scared me worse than anything, and in between, I hung around my apartment, waiting for
them to come back for me again. Sometimes I hoped they wouldn’t show up, but I was
scared to leave. I didn’t even go to work. I ordered pizza or Chinese to eat--I just sold my
car a little while ago, so I had plenty of money--and I spent the day sleeping or watching
TV.
I had to stay at home. I had to be there when they came for me. A friendship like we
had has to be taken seriously. I could trust them totally, as long as I did what they wanted.
They never told me any of this. I just sort of figured it out for myself.
They electrocuted me the next time. That one is really hard to remember. I think they
ran this cable down under the bridge, I don’t know where from--a heavy, industrial-looking
thing coated with black rubber, with two shiny metal wires sticking out. They dunked me in
the water first. They said it would work better that way. Then I grabbed one wire in each
hand, and felt like a bus slammed into me. They used the cable to bring me back, Tom said.
Just like one of those machines on hospital shows, those defibbro-things. You know,
‘Clear!’, and then bang, and the heart starts again. I wasn’t sure it would work, but Tom said
it would, and I trust him. He was right, anyway. After all, I’m still here.
He said it took a few tries to get me up and going again. I don’t remember any of
that. What I remember is seeing all the gray guys again.
‘Um, hey,’ I said.
‘Hey.’ Only one of them answered--a short guy who needed a shave.
‘What is this?’
He shrugged, and his brow furrowed.
‘I forget.’ He paused, then suddenly smiled. ‘It’s water. Water, under a bridge.’
A few yards behind me, Tom and Jack were moving in slow motion. Tom had his ear
against my chest, and I realized I wasn’t in my body. I looked down to see what I was in,
and I was all gray.
‘Oh,’ I said.
‘Yeah,’ said the guy with the whiskers; and then, ‘Hey, you see those guys there?
What are their names?’ His words seemed to come easier the more he said.
I wasn’t sure how much to tell him. Maybe the gray guys were dangerous. They
didn’t seem dangerous, but you never know. I mean, it was so weird, you know?
‘Um, why?’ I asked him.
‘I think I used to know them,’ he said.
Then he was gone, and I was on my back looking up at Tom.
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‘You back, buddy?’ Tom grinned at me.
‘Yeah, I think so.’
‘He thinks so.’ Tom laughed. ‘Yeah, you’re back. You’ve been back for a while. But
you weren’t talking. I thought maybe we fried your brain or something.’
‘You wouldn’t do that.’ I tried to smile at him.
He scratched his head, and then he grinned and shrugged.
‘I guess not,’ he said.
My brother Kevin was an asshole. He did a lot for me over the years, and I’m
grateful, but he was a loser. When he died, the only ones besides me who even showed up
were his ex-girlfriend Jen and our uncle Harvey.
We hadn’t seen Uncle Harvey in maybe ten years. I recognized him right away
though, because he still had the same cheesy ponytail and porn-star moustache. My guess is
he only showed up because he thought maybe Kevin had left him something. He was
wrong, though. The only thing Kevin really had was his truck, and they sold that to pay for
his cremation and everything. He was proud of that truck, but it didn’t get him much of a
funeral.
Jen knew that Kevin hadn’t left her anything. I think she came because she felt guilty,
and thought she might be the reason he killed himself. She always thought everything was
about her. He took it pretty hard when she dumped him, but by the time he died, he was
pretty much over her. To be honest, there wasn’t much to get over: she was all lopsided and
she cheated on him all the time. I think he liked her because she looked a little like his truck.
Anyway, the funeral sucked. It was partly my fault: I didn’t want to deal with it, so I
let the funeral home guy decide everything. Mostly some slick-looking guy who didn’t
know us stood at a podium and told us not to blame ourselves. Jen kept sobbing and saying,
‘How could he do this to me?’ Then they played some songs Kevin would’ve hated. Uncle
Harvey left partway through.
It always takes a couple of days to feel normal after I die. Or anyway, to feel
functional; I’ve never really felt normal again. Every time I get more divided, like I switch
between being two different people. Sometimes I’m a gray guy, even when I’m fine, and
things just seem totally pointless and far off, like I’m looking down at myself from thirty
floors up and thinking, You ant, you’re nothing. But then I’ll see something, maybe a real
ant crawling up the bathroom wall, and I’ll really look at it with its five legs (yeah, five--it
must’ve lost one somewhere) creeping along the tiles so careful and serious, and I get sort
of choked up because it’s right, and it matters. I’m not explaining it very well, but I don’t
care how stupid it sounds: it’s real, and the gray stuff--the God’s-eye-view--is bullshit.
The time Jack opened a vein in my arm and I bled out--which doesn’t hurt much, but
is scary as hell--I talked more with the gray guys.
‘You’re back,’ the guy with the whiskers said.
I said, ‘Yeah.’
‘Three times, right? My third time was the last one.’
‘What?’
‘Third time was the last one. They didn’t bring me back.’
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‘What?’
He crossed his arms. ‘You heard me.’
‘Tom and Jack are my best friends,’ I told him. ‘I don’t know you. Who the hell are
you?’
‘Who?’ The gray guy’s face contorted, and he covered his eyes with his hands. A
gurgling noise came from his mouth. I thought maybe he was having some kind of attack.
Then he dropped his hands and smiled.
‘Tom and Jack! Their names are Tom and Jack, and they left us here.’
The rest of the gray guys mumbled in agreement. It sounded like rustling newspaper.
‘You’re all full of shit,’ I said.
‘Just ask them.’ His smile was relaxed, peaceful. ‘Ask them about Marty.’
When I came out that time, I was in the hospital. Tom came to see me the next day.
He sat down in the chair beside my bed, grinning like he always did.
‘You asshole,’ I said.
‘Don’t say anything stupid,’ he said. ‘People listen in places like this.’
‘All right, all right.’ I tried to think how to talk to him so that no one else could
understand. ‘Why did we do it, uh, that way, if you and Jack couldn’t handle it?’
He shrugged. ‘We did handle it. We knew they could deal with it here, so we called
them.’
‘Thanks a lot. They won’t let me go. They think I did it to myself. Because of
Kevin.’
Tom lowered his voice. ‘They can’t keep you more than three days without a bunch
of extra paperwork. Just act normal and keep saying it was an accident and take whatever
pills they try to give you. They’ll let you go.’
‘You asshole.’
‘Come on. You’re back, aren’t you? Just try to think of it as three days of free food.’
And that’s what it came down to, didn’t it? I was back; I was taken care of. They’d
never let me down. I’d trusted them, and they’d proved they were trustworthy. Still, the gray
guy had made me nervous.
‘Okay,’ I said. ‘But what about Marty?’
I thought Tom flinched, and maybe his grin looked fake after that, but I could’ve
imagined it. Anyway, his grin always looked sort of fake.
‘What are you talking about?’ he said.
I said I never felt normal after I died, but the truth is, I never felt normal after Kevin
died. I came home and saw him hanging from the ceiling fan, his face all blotchy bluish
gray and eyes blotchy black and red and the bright orange cord around his neck, and
something went out of me and didn’t come back. I knew I had to call the cops, but I stood
there staring at him for a long time before I did. He was swinging a little.
I had to talk to cops a couple of times, and then once a psychologist. I guess they
thought I wasn’t upset enough. Maybe they thought I killed him. It took them a week to
decide it was suicide. Bunch of geniuses.
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I try not to think about finding him, but a lot of times I can’t stop myself. I remember
his face hanging there, but it’s not like a face at all. More like the moon. And he’s right there
in front of me, but he’s gone, and I don’t know how to bring him back.
Maybe I’m too hard on Kevin. Sure, he was an asshole; but it’s not like I was much
of a brother. And maybe the police were sort of right about me killing him: just because it’s
a suicide, doesn’t mean I didn’t kill him. I think I sort of knew it was coming, but I didn’t do
anything. Letting someone die is the same as killing him, isn’t it?
Tom and Jack are better friends than I ever was. They’d never let me die. Sometime I
should ask them what they get out of all this.
When I got out of the hospital, they took me under the bridge again and burned me.
There were no gray guys or anything. When Tom and Jack brought out the blowtorch, I
thought they were going to kill me, but they didn’t even come close. They were mad though,
and they scared the shit out of me. They heated up a metal rod until it glowed, they held me
down, and they touched it to my arm. Then they yelled at me. I don’t remember what they
said, but I remember how their eyes and teeth looked blue, like snow at night. I remember
how they snarled like dogs. And I remember thinking that they didn’t trust me anymore.
They’d killed me lots of times, but they’d never been mad about it before. This time
hurt worse than anything, too. And it stank like the world’s worst hamburger. I never
would’ve thought someone being held down and branded like a steer would notice the
smell, but I did.
So now my arm and part of my chest are burnt pretty bad--not black or anything, but
blistered and swollen. But they still took care of me, even though they were mad. They
dunked me in the water, and then they brought me back to my apartment. They even left me
a bunch of ointment and bandages, and some good painkillers.
That was the last time. I haven’t seen Tom or Jack since then, but I’m starting to feel
better. Not a hundred percent, and definitely not normal, but better. I don’t even mind if the
scars don’t heal. I’m just one person again. All the gray is gone. I’m through feeling small,
and even if Marty was telling the truth, so what? Tom and Jack might not have brought him
back, but they brought me back. They know what they’re doing, and they’re better friends
than anyone ever had. I trust them.
I mean, think about it: they brought me back from the dead four times. Back from the
dead, you understand? And now everything is real, and right, and itself, just like that fivelegged ant. Even a cup of water. A smear of ointment. The pain in my chest. Everything.
I have to go now. Tom and Jack are at the door.
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Highrises
by J. Powers Bowman
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Get Our Story Straight
By T.J. O’Donnell
Let’s say it went
a little like this,
even though it didn’t.
Let’s say it went on its own
like a Pomeranian on the carpet,
or a wind-up toy
on Pergo, thin metal spool
cranked tight, winding down.
Uptown the park is full
of tiny radial dogs
strung on leashes, each
streaming away from the anchor.
The line vibrates unanswerable,
the trees missing forest
send out branches to reconnoiter.
Let’s say it was toys
on the floor, yellow
leash on the coat hook,
piling calls of voice mail.
Let’s say it was standing
in the wet spot on the carpet,
in the morning, the leaves
singing the radii carve
a perfect circle.
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Dowsing for Aquifers
by Kevin Heaton
I divine for emissaries & wind-up
doused in pharisees.
Who ever heard of curing aquifers
with bitters—spit-shining patent leathers
with drivel.
Woe to those who drool
more than soothsayers; may their issues
coagulate
into a thrumming thrombosis of stagnant
stump water.
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One of My Favorite Words
by Steve Tomasko
Would you be angry
if I called you crepuscular?
Such an earthy word—my deer,
my little mosquito—
so furtive and muscular.
Most active in the middling
between times, the dreamy
light of dawn and dusk
is what it means, my darling
nighthawk, my sweet platypus.
To parse it further,
my one and only bunny,
I can name creatures active
in the evening—vespertine.
A hush of a word, don’t you agree,
my firefly? My little brown bat?
Then there are those who
prefer the morning hours.
Let’s call them matinal,
my fuzzy wuzzy bumblebee,
from Mātūta, Roman goddess
of the dawn. Early risers, they—
but even earlier to bed.
It doesn’t come up easy
in conversation, so
I hope you’ll excuse me,
my short-eared owl,
if I say you are the most,
the cream,
you are the twilight icing
on my crepuscular cake.
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Finals Poem
by Sara Sherr
Believe me, Professor, as much as I want
to spend my day memorizing the statistics
about how many people voted for who and from what state
and from what racial delegation and age
voted for whom and why during the 2008 election
I know it fascinates you that the politicians spent billions of dollars
buying our social media information
that there are no coincidences in Politics
I know it fascinates you.
Like the way the light through leaves
and butterflies and the materialization
of emotions into metaphors
(the water overflows alongside the street)
finite in an infinite sort of way
(a synapse ripples through your brain)
And her words peel my skin
(a comet triumphantly ignites the celestial sphere
after three billion years of travel)
That we are self aware mammals shivering under each other’s touch
listening to symphonies and smiling at each other in bed
and love, there is love beating around our pulsing orbits
when, in the morning, I say, ‘You don’t have to leave.’
That fascinates me.
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Everything's Eventual
by E.H. Brogan
Loving you is not all right; it is nothing,
really, like what I thought it might be like and I
do not love you, all right. Do not want
to lie by you at night and smell your hair,
and never want to turn in bed, alone
and dozing, to engulf my nose
in one small pocket of your hair gel and
Old Spice and sex, oh yes,
our sex on my sheets on a worknight, I
must try to sleep through nostrils filled
with absent you. I have told you faceto-face I do not like I miss you makes me roll my eyes,
so sentimental, you can say it, keep the phrase.
I will not and I do not miss you, love you,
want you in my life, delight. You can be my ex or you
can be my wife – I take the long view. Both of us know
what you won't be. Wife.
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Her Parents Said, A Phase
by E.H. Brogan
Remember when you thought that you were gay? You
ox-bowed hips with riverbed hands, clutched close
to you the warmth of other women: rounded
where you rounded, a vase shaped
like your own vase, much beloved, at home.
And oh, the flowers you filled those vases with,
long stems and painted tips, manicured even.
What happened to the girl who loved so many other girls,
of whom this girl was one? Do you still dream
of cups and wells and wet, refreshing drinks
of water? I wake up with wild
longing in my mouth, the thrill of snow-melt
swollen streams coursing mountains
down towards me no vague soon-to-come, but a sure,
engorged, looked-forwards-for inundation.
How can your lilies bloom?
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Reflexive Verbs
by E.H. Brogan
Sometimes after sex I slip up, saying things
I don't quite mean. When I hold your sweaty,
used-up body next to mine and say
I love you please don't take it personally.
I probably already regret it, but those words
come flying like annoying yellow birds,
canaries, canards, a nameless
urge, the French l'appeil du vide. Don't
listen then.
Only hear what I have to say in sober,
bright-as-summer daylight. The rhythm of my
words at breakfast or at lunch. When nighttime comes
my ears fill with bass-lines' pounding,
with deep drums. I can't be trusted then nor do
I mind. Any time but then, if my trap opens, lets
a word like love come mousing out to creep
upon our table in some poor and cautious way,
let it sneak. Let it work at hiding, pretend for me it's got
chameleon skin. I mean what words my silence says.
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ALIEN or -1
by Douglas Penick
We do not call ourselves a people or race or tribe or clan or family.
We call ourselves, if at all, View.

Our origins are not known nor do they appear in any way ascertainable.

Some of us are individuated and some not. Of the latter, it is both pointless and literally
impossible to speak. Of the former, some are incorporate and some are in transit.

As individuated beings, we are reliant on certain modes: space, elements, sound, awareness,
and none of these.

As individuated beings, we are constituted from the above either singly or in combination.

More problematically, the overwhelming fact of arriving anywhere as individuated beings
(with all the sensoria, speech habits, drives, concept formations, etc.) causes many forms of
differentiation and confusion. We recognize ourselves and each other with difficulty and it is
a struggle for us to do so.

It may be said that our journey or purpose, if there is one, is to accomplish this. And
whether it is our purpose or not, it is certainly what we are doing, and it is, in some sense,
why we have come to be among you.

(stories about each)
(then put in travel section)
(experience of exile)
(songs of green places where we imagine we were once at home)
(feeling of vastness : constriction of body and location is the difficulty and then
surrendering the specific qualities of that constriction)
-------

Space travel itself - momentum and bring with it retained imagery and innate; not interim
between location and goals, but total continuum
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---now it is best I talk as I and we and it, though please recall this is mere designation.
--------travel as we :
-----travel as I

---- travel in the body
It is strange to find oneself confined as such. To find something which is a more general
experience writhing in the confines of a single organic form. (That is a form derived from
the concatenation of elements and circumstances.) There is a large, shifting and porous array
of sensation within and outside the form or body.
(here things about the sensoria of a summer evening or winter ice on glass.)

So pleasurable sensations and pains, but always the pain of confinement. Things being
sealed in, if momentarily so. But always the haunted awareness of incomplete.
----Though all these experiences are given to us- are shared with us, as it were,, still there is the
subliminal desire to communicate their specific moments, to enter them into the larger
whole from which it appears they emerged. And this moment to moment with some other.
This desire....
---

Ghosts as the residuum of adventure outward and sharing.
---w/in the body, tend to move towards former states in which communication seemed possible
and stable. Therefore joining and conquering all else
------We are not constituted in spatial dimensions; nor in conceptual; one.
As such. the constraints of body and the net of language are entered into only with some
sacrifice.
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We did not venture out, for that too was a notion not native to us, seeking expansion or
conquest or victorious validation of our mode of being.
However, it is possible that we have now experienced defeat.
If anything, it was the experience of concreteness that had an appeal.
This began with observation, then with summoning. We were called from the state or poise
of our expanse by offerings and by speech.

The time in San Francisco, staying at the Y, feeling in the sea salt smell and sunset and the
tangerine light, something happening and something possible completely new.
------Our journey and travels flowed unfolded out of our original experience or being.
Imagine a white light that fills all of space. There is nothing to perceive it but it is alive with
its own radiance. This light is so dazzling, so pervasive, so completely penetrating. It is
being flooded with bliss. It is unsparing pure awareness. It is completely white.
But in the bliss or pain it begins to shimmer very slightly. It vibrates. And out of the
intensity: the total bliss which is, at the same time, totally sharp pain, this pure white light
begins to shimmer with a kind of iridescence. And as absorption with this iridescence, its
promise, its possibility, the shimmer begins to slow into a pulse. And in this way, there is the
appearance of colors.
-----We are, of course, among you- to say the least.
And are we not amused?
It has not always been that way, but sheer density now begins to pall. It has begun to
achieve a momentum of its own, a reality.
It is for this reason that we find ourselves making momentary common cause with the
sentiment of the late Queen and Empress.
-------Easier to speak as 'we'. The limits of language requiring I, we, you, she, he, us, you and
they. We will give you with 'I' based thought the clearest grip, though actually our
experience (0ngoing) encompasses simultaneously all of the above.
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Though making every effort to avoid resulting Imprecision's, finally it is you who will have
to filter them out and to recognize us as we are. These two are the same.
-------Terminated Interview:
Do you perceive the world in the same way we do?
A:
Yes and no. We see light as it hovers in space and is reflected off objects, the more
condensed and tactile versions of space. Radiance hovers in the air. shines softly and now
sharply, now in expansion and now drawing in.

--------In the body, there is the time created by being young and the time created by the body's
aging. In the time of the body's youth, the world beyond the body appears immense and full
of life and threat, freedom and vivacity. As the body ages, the world no longer appears as it
once did, and seems indifferent and strange and not so desirable. The inner world of
memory becomes greater, burdensome even, and seems to engulf the aging body, pulling it
backward like an undertow, out of the forward flow of time. Thus time in its forward
movement seems to belong to the young and in its backward movement seems to belong to
the aging.
-----from staring into the light of own radiance, it comes to appear as a mirror. looking in the
mirror of those phenomena, we travelled there and took our many forms.
CANCER
In intimacy of secret processes, in intimacy of living with your appearance, we embraced
you.
------The whole spirit of a nation and its actions as a deity

-----in passion the illusion of two drawn to the illusion of one- as hearing, as sight, touch smell
and exchange of fluids..
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The word here as defining the desirable both draw and limit.
----moving through the modalities of space and time, devoid of the necessity for body, we move
through mind itself. We move through language.
Having said this perhaps you may understand that we have moved through the medium of
words alone.
WE have moved and entered into other minds where now wereside and wait the time, not
determined by us when we shall emerge from places where we lie dormant to function in a
more propitious ambience.
---If you would know us:
Imagine this
You are seated alone and on the floor of a small pavilion. It is night and everything is
completely dark.
Even though you know that the pavilion sits on a mountain peak and you are surrounded
only by empty space, you feel a slight claustrophobia as if the four walls of the pavilion and
its roof are smaller than you would like.
In spite of the peacefulness, you feel the stirrings of restlessness. You have enjoyed this
experience of sitting in the pavilion, but now it is becoming boring.
Just as you are beginning to think of standing up, a breeze begins to stir and the sun begins
to rise. Why not stay and watch?
Faint pink light glows in the dark interior and outlines the cracks at the four corners of the
pavilion. And though the inside remains in darkness, this light becomes brighter and
brighter. It is no longer pink but now white and very intense. Its intensity has the effect of
making the space around you in the pavilion ever darker.
Suddenly, silently the four walls fall away and the light is so intense that there is no
darkness and no sense of space at all. The shock pierces you and for a moment, there is
nothing but pure white all pervasive light.
In the posture where you are right now sitting, we are moving onward.
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June.
Sara Sherr is a senior undergraduate majoring in English and creative writing at Ursinus
College. She loves writing poetry, playing basketball, and eating mandarin oranges.
Sarah Stanton grew up in Perth, Western Australia. Halfway through university, she
abandoned a promising career in not having much of a career when she transferred from an
opera performance course into a Chinese language major, having fallen for the Middle
Kingdom more or less overnight. Three years, two exchange programs and one potential
firework accident later, she has settled in Beijing as a freelance translator and editor
specialising in contemporary art and literature. As a writer, she has been published in a
variety of magazines and indie endeavours, including Clarkesworld, Voiceworks, Hunger
Mountain, Cha and Conte, and was shortlisted for the 2012 James White Award. She can be
found online at http://www.theduckopera.com or tweeting @theduckopera.
From reading his poems, you might think that Steve Tomasko has some kind of insect
fetish. You might not be too far off the mark. But there are worse things, of course. When
not thinking about bugs, Steve wonders about the life of a slime mold, or how many hair
follicle mites are in his eyebrows right now. Oh wait, that is thinking about bugs.
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Thank you for reading Issue Six. We really hope you enjoyed it.
Corvus is released as a free pdf download once every third month. We are currently a nonprofit journal with an editing staff of two, and as such, cannot pay our contributors. We
would like this to change. If you would like to see more of us in future, please consider
making a donation via our website: http://corvusmagazine.com.
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